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The IRG#16 was attended by China, HKSAR, Japan, R.O.Korea, TCA, USA, Vietnam, and Unicode (Liaison member) and have made the following resolutions:

Resolution IRG M16.1: Providing radical-stroke data to the Unicode Consortium.

IRG accepts N772, regarding the provision of data to the Unicode Consortium. The IRG agrees to allow the IRG chief editor to supply provisional radical-stroke information for SuperCJK to the Unicode Consortium, with the understanding that the IRG does not guarantee the quality of the data.

Resolution IRG M16.2: Incorporation of character mappings from the DPR Korea into SuperCJK and Vertical Extension B.

IRG accepts N773, regarding the incorporation of DPR Korea mappings into SuperCJK and Vertical Extension B. IRG agrees in principle to include such mappings when sufficient data, including glyphs, have been provided by the DPR Korea to IRG and those data have been properly reviewed. The IRG thanks the DPR Korea for its input. IRG requests the DPR Korea to supply further information including a printed copy of its national standards and the unification rules they used.

Resolution IRG M16.3: The choice of glyph image for Extension-B

Unanimous
IRG accepts the revised IRG resolution M13.3, the choice of glyph image, as follows,

   a. If a character is from a single source, the glyph image from that source will be used.
   b. If a character is from multiple sources, consensus will be sought to choose the one closest to the Kangxi style.

**Resolution IRG M16.4: Editorial Reports**

USA objected, rest approved.

IRG accepts the editorial report, N770 and thanks the editors for their diligent contribution and effort.

IRG also accepts the following editing schedule:

1. IRG editors are strongly requested to review the SuperCJK version 11.1 to find additional possible error in CJK Ext B pre-DIS R1. IRG editors should send the errata report no later than January 15th, 2001, along w/ the comments on CJK Ext B DIS.

2. The chief editor will send the revised code table for CJK Ext B DIS, according to the editorial report N770, to IRG editors and WG2 project editor by December 24th, 2000.

3. IRG editors will send the comments of CJK Ext B DIS, if any, to the chief editor no later than January 15th, 2001.

4. The chief editor finalizes the consolidated comments which will be incorporated in the initial pre-IS version for review and IRG member approval. The initial pre-IS version should be sent no later than February 15th, 2001. The IRG editors must approve via email to the chief editor no later than February 28th, 2001.

5. The chief editor will send out the IS version to WG2 project editor no later than March 20th, 2001.

6. Any error found after the IS version will be handled as defect report.

**Resolution IRG M16.5: A summary of initial Vertical Extension C submissions.**

Unanimous

IRG accepts N731, N743R, N763, N771, the initial submissions for Vertical Extension C, and N774, recommendations for data required for Vertical Extension C. The IRG thanks members for their submissions and adopts the recommendations for data required from N774, namely that submissions should include the following:

1) National source and source identifier or index.
Resolution IRG M16.6: Vertical Extension C working schedule  
Unanimous

IRG encourages each member to continue working on the matters related to Extension C. IRG resolves to start the discussions on Vertical Extension C at IRG#17, if any qualified submission defined by M16.5 is received.

Resolution IRG M16.7: Future meeting schedule  
Unanimous

IRG resolves to adopt the following meeting schedule:

IRG #17  HKSAR, 2001.6.18-22
IRG #18  Japan, 2000.12.3-7

Resolution IRG M16.8: Appreciations  
By Acclamation

IRG would like to express its sincere appreciation to the IRG#16 meeting host, the Agency for Technology and Standards, Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Energy, Korea and Dr. Hong Jong-Hee. The IRG also thanks Mr. Jung Gwang-hwa, Mr. Youm Hee-nam, and Ms. Kim Yoon-kyoung of KATS and Ms. Ahn Hyun-hee and Ms. Seo Jung-suk of Palman System Co. for their excellent logistics, arrangements, and hospitality.